ABSTRACT
Biological techniques such as ArrayComparative genomic hybridization (CGH), fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) and affymetrix single nucleotide pleomorphism (SNP) array have been used to detect cytogenetic aberrations. However, on genomic scale, these techniques are labor intensive and time consuming. Comparative genomic microarray analysis (CGMA) has been used to identify cytogenetic changes in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) using gene expression microarray data. However, CGMA algorithm can not give precise localization of aberrations, fails to identify small cytogenetic changes, and exhibits false negatives and positives. Locally un-weighted smoothing cytogenetic aberrations prediction (LS-CAP) based on local smoothing and binomial distribution can be expected to address these problems. LS-CAP algorithm was built and used on HCC microarray profiles. Eighteen cytogenetic abnormalities were identified, among them 5 were reported previously, and 12 were proven by CGH studies. LS-CAP effectively reduced the false negatives and positives, and precisely located small fragments with cytogenetic aberrations.
INTRODUCTION
Amplification and deletion of genetic regions frequently contribute to tumorigenesis. Characterization of DNA copy-number changes is important for understanding pathogenesis mechanism and diagnosis of cancer (1) . Cytogenetic profiling techniques such as CGH have been used to detect cytogenetic abnormalities on a whole genome. However, the application of CGH is restricted by its mapping resolution, while higher resolution techniques, such as Array-CGH, FISH and affymetrix SNP, are laborintensive and time-consumptive on a genome scale (2-10).
Besides directly biological detecting techniques mentioned, cytogenetic abnormalities can also be identified indirectly through predicting regional gene expression biases using microarray profiles, because these regional biases are mainly caused by chromosomal gain or loss. In genetic regions with amplification or deletion, the copynumbers of genes would increase or decrease. Correspondingly, quantity of genes hybridized on the slide also would increase or decrease when competing with the reference, and the genes would be up or down-regulated.
Compared with the average level of differentially expression genes (DEs) on genomic scale, which is recognized as being caused by random factors, cytogenetically aberrational regions have higher proportions of DEs. The algorithms that can identify the regional gene expression biases are appropriate for identifying cytogenetic aberrations using microarray data, and CGMA is such a technique. Through analyzing gene expression profiles, CGMA had been used to predict cytogenetic abnormalities in HCC and proven to be similar to CGH in identifying cytogenetic aberrations (2, 11) . CGMA predicted chromosomal abnormalities via organizing gene expression data by genetic mapping location and scanning for regional gene expression biases, in which a disproportionate number of genes change in the same relative direction. Despite its advantage in identifying genetic abnormalities indirectly, CGMA algorithm had several disadvantages. First, it could not precisely locate the regional gene expression biases; second, it might fail to identify some relatively small pieces of loss or gain, and would produce false negatives if the numbers of downregulated and up-regulated genes happen to be the same or similar in different cytogenetic abnormalities regions within the same chromosomal arm; and third, it might produce false positives as the statistic was just for testing the difference of proportions.
Local smoothing combined with binomial distribution theory expects to solve the problems mentioned above. Local smoothing is a useful method for curve fitting: the original data points are always noisy and inaccurate, so, during smoothing process, each point is estimated by neighboring data points defined within the span (the size of slide-window), and so the smoothed values are more accurate and resistant to outliers. Methods for estimating the smoothing values include averaging, weighted-averaging, linear polynomial regression, and quadratic polynomial regression. The main advantages of smoothing methods are its robust estimation for data points and flexibility of model, so it has wide applications in curve fitting (12, 13) . Multiple span moving binomial test based on smoothing theory has recently been used to identify genetic abnormalities, such as IR-CGMA algorithm. (14) .
We developed a new approach, which was called locally un-weighted smoothing cytogenetic aberrations prediction (LS-CAP), for predicting cytogenetic abnormalities by moving the slide-window smoothly along the chromosome and testing the difference between the DEs rates of locally chromosomal region and corresponding population rates on genomic scale. LS-CAP approach was performed on 104 HCC microarray profiles, and the results showed that, compared with CGMA, LS-CAP approach had advantages in flexibility in choosing slide-window size and standard for identifying DEs, sensitivity in predicting and accuracy in locating of relatively small pieces of cytogennetic changes with independent statistic for down and up-regulated DEs, and effectiveness in reducing false negatives and positives of prediction. The comparison leaded us to conclude that LS-CAP could be a powerful tool for identifying cytogenetic aberrations using microarray data, and might be a useful alternative to Array-CGH and FISH techniques.
ALGORITHMS
CGMA algorithm predicts frequent cytogenetic aberrations using microarray data through setting up the following statistic for each chromosomal arm.
in which, x denotes the number of up (or down) regulated genes on the chromosomal arm; n denotes the sum of up and down-regulated genes on the arm. ; on the contrary, if x is the number of downregulated genes, the arm is considered having deletions in the significant level of 0.05 when
CGMA algorithm is simple and useful except two aspects of disadvantages: (1) It sets up Z statistic for testing the difference of proportions between up and downregulated genes in all DEs on the chromosomal arm, not the difference of DEs rates between sample and population, then two problems may be rendered. First, if amplification and deletion both occurred on one same chromosomal arm, however, in different genetic regions, it is probable that, despite the biological meaning of the amplification and deletion, Z is not statistically significant, and CGMA can't identify these cytogentical abnormalities. Second, if rates of up and down-regulated genes on one chromosomal arm are all low and there are no essential amplifications and deletions, but the difference between the proportion of up and down-regulated genes in all DEs on the chromosomal arm might be statistically significant (
Consequently, a conclusion will be drawn in light of CGMA that the corresponding chromosomal arm having amplifications or deletions. (2) As CGMA algorithm is based on one whole chromosomal arm, it is difficult to identify the small pieces of gains or losses and locate cytogenetic aberrations precisely.
In our research, an elaborate algorithm named LS-CAP to identify the cytogenetic abnormalities was developed, which kept the advantages of CGMA: it set up independent statistic for up and down regulated genes, and the statistic was used to test the difference of rates between sample and population, not the proportions of up and downregulated genes in all DEs; Additionally, LS-CAP addressed the issues over CGMA algorithm: local smoothing method was used to identify relatively small pieces of regional gene expression biases and locate these aberrations precisely.
Detailed procedures of LS-CAP algorithm are as following:
1. All genes are mapped and sorted according to their locations on chromosomes.
A standard for identifying DEs is built. Many methods
have been used to identify DEs, from the simple forms of fold change, t-test, regularized t-test to more complex ones, such as SAM and random variance model (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) .
Fold change method was used in this paper for its simplicity, and different standards for fold change (1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, 2.2) were compared.
3. Compute population rates of down and up-regulated genes on genomic scale d
In which, d n and u n denote the total numbers of down-regulated genes and up-regulated genes of all chromosomes in the study, and the N denotes the total number of genes measured in the study. Population rates, 
We denote When span is equal or larger than the number of genes on a whole chromosomal arm, the paired Z values on that arm would be all the same, then we defined the algorithm as LSW-CAP (locally un-weighted smoothing cytogenetic aberrations prediction based on whole chromosomal arm). Otherwise, when span is smaller than the number of genes on a whole chromosomal arm, we define the algorithm as LSS-CAP (locally un-weighted smoothing cytogenetic aberrations prediction based on slide-window). 
IMPLEMENTION

Data
Primary HCC is a common cancer and the fourth leading cause of death from caner wide (24) . Here we applied LS-CGMA approach on HCC profiles dataset. Normalized, log-transformed gene-expression data for 104 HCC samples and 76 corresponding non-cancerous liver gene expression profiles were obtained from the Stanford Microarray Database (http://genome-www5.stanford.edu) (25, 26) .
Our aim was identifying cytogenetic aberrations of HCC tissue relatively to correspondingly normal liver tissue, however, indirect design was used in the experiment in which the common reference (pooled cell-line) was implemented. To compare gene expression levels of HCC with those of surrounding non-cancerous tissue, the HCC gene expression data were mathematically transformed into levels relative to the corresponding normal tissue, in stead of the original reference of pooled cell-line. Since the reference sample in the two experiments were same, the resulting new logarithm ratio for each gene, tumor verse normal (T/N), was estimated.
in which,
were log-transformed HCC and non-cancerous tissue ratios respectively, with pooled cell-line as common reference. If an HCC sample did not have a corresponding non-cancerous sample, the global mean of the non-cancerous tissue gene expression ratios were used.
The results of mapping genes to get their genetic locations were achieved through SOURCE tool (http://genomewww5.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/source/sourceBatchSearch) with identifiers as GeneBank Accession, CloneID and UniGene Name. Totally, 17238 genes had been located (with a few genes locating at multiple chromosomal regions). For the number of genes in Yq (only 14) and Yp (only 6) were insufficient for LS-CAP approach, these two chromosomal arms were excluded in subsequent analysis. The actual number of genes in analysis was 17218.
LSW-CAP analysis and results
We started from LSW-CAP algorithm, the special and simplest form of LS-CAP. Like CGMA, the LSW-CAP algorithm was also based upon each whole chromosomal arm, The larger the sample rate of DEs for each chromosomal arm was, the higher the corresponding Z statistic was. Difference between the sample and population rates was considered statistically significant when it was beyond the range of variation caused by random factors, and the corresponding chromosomal arm was concluded to be genetic changed, gain or loss of chromosomal fragment occurred in light of which statistic being lager than 1.96,
Arms in which at least 1/3 of 104 HCC samples were statistically significant included -4q (lost in 68.27% of tumor samples), -8p (50.96%), -13q (43.27%), -9p (34.62%), -6q (33.65%), -12p (33.65%), -17p (33.65%), +1q (gained in 80.77% of samples), +6p (49.04%), +8q (49.04%), +17q (36.54%) and +20q (34.62%). 4q and 1q were typical down-regulated and up-regulated biases, respectively.
The bar graphs at the bottom of Figure 1 and 2 
) on arm 1q (p=0.0855, Z=5.3004) were obviously higher than those of the average level on genomic scale, which were 0.0395 and 0.0203, respectively. Therefore, LSW-CAP was specially suited for exploring genetic abnormalities from the standpoint of the whole chromosomal arm, and had distinctive statistic compared with CGMA.
Included in the set of HCC samples were several cases in which multiple tumor nodules were removed from the same patient. In some of the cases such as HK63, HK64 and HK66, different nodules from the same patient had related gene expression profiles, whereas in other cases such as HK65, HK85, tumors from the same patient had distinctive profiles. Clustering and correlation analysis based on Z statistic have been performed and the resulted dendrograms are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 .
The dendrogram (Figure 2 ) of hierarchical clustering confirmed the similarity relationship between gene expression profiles, in which, samples from patients HK65 (HK65.1, HK65.2 and HK65.4) and HK85 (HK85.1 and HK85.2) were each separated by other samples, whereas the samples from other patients were adjacently distributed. The gene expression patterns observed in tumor nodules HK65.2 and HK65.4 were more similar to each other than either was to the pattern observed in HK65.1, the same relationship were also found in LSW-CAP-predicted cytogenetic profiles. Results of p53 immunohistochemical staining and Southern analysis suggested that HK65.2 and HK65.4 arose from the same clone, whereas HK65.1 was distinctly different from that of HK65.2 and HK65.4. LSW-CAP identified 8 common genetic aberrations in all the three samples from HK67. In addition to those (+19q, -15q, -16p, -19p) identified by CGH and CGMA, LSW-CAP also identified aberrations in +1q, +6p, -8p and -16q. Besides, five aberrations (+5q, +2q, -4q, -12q, -21q) were found in HK67.2 and HK67.3 though not in HK67.1, among them only +5q and +2q were identified by CGMA. Although the correlation coefficients of the tumors from patient HK67 were all high, the coefficient between HK67.2 and HK67.3 was higher than that with HK67.1. Taken together, the LSW-CAP results confirmed the hypothesis that HK67.1 was the primary tumor nodule and HK67.2, HK67.3 tumor nodules probably were divergent HK67.1 subclones, and additional distinct cytogenetic changes had occurred for HK67.2, HK67.3 nodules during tumor progression. Tumor nodules from patient HK85 showed different expression profiles and distinct HBV integration sites. Similarly, the tumors from patient HK85 also showed distinct LSW-CAPpredicted cytogenetic profiles, reflecting the independent transforming mechanism (11, 25) . All these results also indicated that Z statistic in the LSW-CAP algorithm was capable of extracting the information of microarray profiles correctly, the analysis results based on Z statistic of LSW-CAP algorithm were accordant with results of the direct analysis on expression profiles analysis and related biological detections. ) for all genes on chromosomal arm 4q according to their genetic mapping locations. The notes for subplot B are same.
LSS-CAP analysis and results
Two parameters needed to be set up in LSS-CAP algorithm, the slide-window and the standard for discriminating differentially expressed genes. The size of slide-window was a crucial parameter for LSS-CAP, which affected the outcome of predicting. Smaller the span was, more sensitive the variation of predicted Z-curve was, and higher the false positive rate caused by a random factor , and the legend could be seen at the left-bottom. Samples from same patients were labeled with same color for the headers, and the color of cross point indicated the strength of correlation and its direction.
was. On the contrary, bigger the span was more stable the variation of predicted Z-curve was, and more robust against the influence of random factors the algorithm was. Different sizes of span between 100 and 300 had been tested in this study according to biological knowledge and the results suggested that the span between 150 and 250 was appropriate for our data. Additionally, the calculating method for the chromosomal arm ends (within 0.5span from the end) was detailed in ALGORITHMS. As to the standard for discriminating DEs, different fold changes (1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2) were tried, and the results were generated with a little difference. For example, biases 17p were identified upon the fold change of 1.8, but not upon 2.0. To try to make a proper and comprehensive interpretation of the Z statistic, we plotted Z statistic for different setups of span and standard for discriminating DEs as shown in Figure 4 . Usually, common biases identified by different combinations of parameters were convincing.
Cytogenetic aberrations, such as amplification and deletion, could be located precisely using LSS-CAP ( Figure 5 ). Compared with CGMA and LSW-CAP, LSS-CAP not only gave the arms in which the gene expression biases occurred, but also the extra details of each chromosomal arm. Except the biases occurred on arms 4q and 1q, on which biases occurred on the whole range of arms, all the other regional gene expression biases occurred on only part of the chromosomal arms, such as the newly found regional biases on chromosomes 15q(+), 12q(+), 22q(+), 9p(-), 12p(-) and 14q(-). 17 cytogenetically abnormal regions had been identified significantly with span being 200 and fold change being 2.0, including 7 gains and 10 losses; the precise localizations of cytogenetic aberrations which were showed to be similar to that of IR-CGMA algorithm were listed in table 1 (14) .
Some of the regions have been proven to be associated with HCC in the previous studies. For example, gains on chromosomes 1q and 8q were showed to be involved in the genesis of HCC, while loss on chromosome 4q was linked to increased aggressiveness of established tumors (11, 25) . Every subplot gave the detailed information for each presumably loss or gain. The regions with Z being above 1.96 were significant. Except 1q and 4q, on which biases occurred on whole chromosomal scale, all the others occurred on only part of the chromosomal arm. The arm 17p was also displayed here because it could be found meaningful with other standards for fold change. Loss  Gain  1p  1p31-1p34  1q  1q12-1q44  4q  4q11-4q35  6p  6p11-6p22  6q  6q21-6q27  8q  8q13-8q24  8p  8p21-8p23  17q  17q12-17q23  13q  13q14-13q34  20q  20q11-20q13  16q  16q11-16q22  12q  12q13-12q21  17p  17p11-17p13  22q  22q12-22q13  9p  9p11-9p24  15q  15q11-15q24  12p  12p12-12p13  14q 14q22-14q32
Table 1. Precise localization of cytogenetic aberrations
Here, the simplest model of data was detailed. For more complicated model, data of two and above groups, we should discriminate whether each gene being differentially expressed or not with multiple testing approaches such as t test, F test, SAM and random variance model, and then perform LSS-CAP analysis.
DISCUSSIONS
The HCC cytogenetic aberrations resulting from different approaches including CGH, CGMA, LSW-CAP and LSS-CAP were compared (table 2). CGMA identified 13 cytogenetic aberrations totally, among them 10 regions had been proven by CGH. Among the 3 additional regions found by CGMA, one was proven by LSS-CAP, but the other two regions had been tested having no significant difference between sample and population rates with LSW-CAP and LSS-CAP approaches, and we concluded that they might be false positives of CGMA prediction. 1p and 6q, which had been proven to be losses by CGH, had not been identified by CGMA, whereas they have been successfully identified as losses by LSS-CAP, therefore CGMA might produce false negatives. Compared with LSS-CAP, CGMA can't identify the relatively small pieces of amplifications or deletions. LSW-CAP approach was also based on each whole chromosomal arm, but with distinctive testing method, therefore, though it couldn't identify the relatively small pieces of amplifications or deletions, just like CGMA, it successfully reduced the false positives as we expected: the 10 gains and losses detected by LSW-CAP were all proven by CGH. LSS-CAP approach has combined the local smoothing with binomial distribution theory for testing the difference of rates between sample and population, so it identified all the 12 cytogenetical changes detected by previous CGH studies, 11 regions proven by CGMA prediction, and 5 relatively small pieces of regional gene expression biases that have not been found in previous studies. LSS-CAP always gave more detailed information, such as the locations of small pieces of losses and gains occurred, though some of them IR-CGMA also identified similar abnormalities in HCC, such as -1q, -4q, -8q, +8q, -13q, -16q, -17p and +17q (12) .
In this study, 978 differentially expressed genes were identified for fold change above 2.0, including 336 up regulated genes and 642 down regulated ones. Among these genes, 498 (50.92%) were at the LS-CAP-predicted biases regions. Genes associating with HCC proven in previous studies have been found through milano program (http://milano.md.huji.ac.il. The program performs automatic searches in PubMed or the GeneRIF collection for articles containing co-occurrences of search terms with a list of genes), and the results listed in table 3. 9 of the 13 genes associating with HCC were at the gene expression biases regions, therefore there was a higher proportion of abnormally expressed genes associating with HCC locating on cytogenetic aberrations than on normal regions, and the proportion difference between cytogenetic aberrations and normal regions was statistically significant (P=0.0262). 11 of the 13 genes have the same regulation directions as in the relating studies (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) . The other two genes, ANG and P28, were down regulated which were inconsistent with previous studies (38, 39) . Variation among experiments might contribute to that, but in this paper we found that the two genes were all at down regulated biases regions, so the genetic deletions of the chromosomal arms might also partially contribute to that.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, LS-CAP algorithm was developed based on locally un-weighted smoothing theory and applied to predict cytogenetic aberrations in HCC with gene expression microarray data. Two types of LS-CAP approaches had been built: LSW-CAP constructed independent statistics for rates of down and up regulated genes based on each whole chromosomal arm, whereas LSS-CAP constructed independent statistics on given size of chromosomal fragment. LSW-CAP was similar to CGMA but having distinctive statistic in the model; However, LSS-CAP had quite some outstanding features: constructed independent statistic for down and up regulated genes capable of reducing the false negatives and false positives of CGMA prediction, flexibly and thoroughly dug into gene expression data simply through an expansive setup of slide-window and fold change, precisely located the gene expression biases regions on chromosomal arms, and sensitively identified small pieces of losses or gains that could not be acquired with CGMA and LSW-CAP. On the other side, LS-CAP had two major limitations: (1) Based on genomic scale gene expression microarray, the algorithm was not applicable to analyze the microarray data when the number of genes on a chromosomal arm was relatively small. (2) In addition to cytogenetic aberrations, the major reason for biases, there might be other unknown reasons contributing to biases such as epigenetics and random factors. These factors might cause small pieces of regional gene expression biases, but the chance was very little and the results could still provide clues for further researches.
LS-CAP can be used to analyze several types of experimental data. (1) For single profile, the experiment must be directly pairwise designed, so LS-CAP prediction can be used directly, but the only method for identifying differentially expression genes are fold change. (2) For multiple profiles, discriminate the differentially expressed genes in two or multiple groups with statistical test methods and perform LS-CAP prediction, or, perform LS-CAP prediction for each single profile first and then integrate the results.
FISH and Array-CGH are considered to be the major high-throughput and high-resolution techniques for detecting genetic aberrations. However, they are laborintensive and time-consumptiv. In this study, we found that LS-CAP can successfully predict cytogenetic aberrations with gene expression microarray data, which means when we do studies on identifying differentially expressed genes, genes clustering or pattern recognizing with gene expression microarray data on genome scale, we can also identify genetic abnormalities using these data without additional works on FISH or Array-CGH. From all the aforementioned advantages, LS-CAP could potentially be a powerful alternative for FISH and Array-CGH.
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